MOTHERQUEST AWAKENING TO SACRED

Being Mother
AWAKEN THE WISDOM OF PRESENT MOMENT PRICELESSNESS
MODULE THREE : THE MOTHER OF PRESENCE

Being Mother
THE MOTHER OF ALL

INTRODUCTION
Being Mother, with her airy presence and tranquil poise, has arrived in your
life to awaken you to magnificent power of your Mothering Presence.
On an Awakening level, Being Mother has come to gently turn the full
attention of your heart and mind to focus on your pricelessness to all your
creative children. Her gift is acknowledging your value and to help you with
this task, Being Mother brings to you the wisdom of Mindfulness, the endless
capacity to return to the power of present moment.
Being Mother teaches the wisdom that mothering is a phase all women
move through in their lifetime, irrespective of childbearing.
Rather than seeing Mother as something women of a certain age do, in
MotherQuest being a Mother is in fact something we all are. The shift from
doing motherhood into Being The Mother is the same shift from material
focus into soul focus. It brings with it both the challenges and opportunities
of exploring your deepest values and desires. This is no easy quest.
For those who have chosen not to, or have not been able to bear or rear
children, Being Mother’s focus can be confronting. For many, the expectation
to be a mother has been harsh and cruel, and for many others the loss of
maternal dreams and babies to hold is a sorrow that may last a lifetime. If this
is you, then know that Being Mother’s presence and attention can bring a
sacred voice to the painful feelings and judgements that perhaps have been
shrouded in silence. Be tender with your soul and infinitely kind with your
heart.
Being Mother can also be provocative for women in the midst of rearing
children and balancing careers because she will bring you face to face with
the reality of where you are in or out of balance with what is important and
what is priceless to you. How far down your priority list is spending quality
time with your creative children? This is not a judgement, but an opportunity
to re-evaluate and re-prioritise exactly what is priceless in your life.
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In the ShadowLands of Being Mother, we come face to face with our sense of
worthlessness and inadequacy as women who are Mothers. We confront our
tendencies to avoid or not be present to the responsibilities of soul connected
parenting ~ to our pets, projects and little people. We are
challenged to look at where we sell out our own conscience and creativity either through not valuing our role as a mother or through not doing what
our soul as a mother is being called to do. We look at our sense of inferiority
and superiority with other women who are mothers, and with love, dance our
lost selves home.
Being Mother holds the wisdom, dignity and sovereignty of knowing, that
regardless of what you are mothering, you are The Mother in your world.
In our modern culture, women are no longer bound to the same roles that
once biologically defined us throughout millennia. We are now living in a
time that doesn't need set roles or positions to keep a tribe alive. We are living
in a time that celebrates the individual. We can all be self-defining.
But has that come at the cost or at the benefit of how we are mothers in our
world? Could it be that conscious mothering is exactly what is needed in our
world right now?
Being Mother’s terrain in your MotherQuest is the domain of Motherhood,
mothering and being the Mother of your world. Here, you have the
opportunity to go to the core of how you behold the role of Mother in your
life, and at the same time redefine how you see and perceive yourself and all
other women, as Mothers.
Being Mother is with you now to awaken you to the fullness of who you are as
a woman who mothers - irrespective of what or whom you are mothering.
Being Mother has come to lovingly support you as you remember how
irreplaceable you are in the lives of all of your creative children. Your physical
closeness, the warmth of your body, your eyes, your voice, your care, your
protection, and your energy all have profound value to them.
Being Mother is with you now awakening :
1. The Wisdom of Present Moment Mindfulness
2. Your Pricelessness as the mother Queen of your world
3. The Power of your Mothering Presence
Being Mother is here to remind you that you more than matter, to your
creative children, you are irreplaceable, you are priceless. Being Mother’s
invitation - to awaken to the wholeness of who you are in the inner terrain of
Mothering Presence, returning you to the Universal Wisdom of

Right Now
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She who is Priceless

AWAKENING BEING MOTHER WISDOM
WHAT IS A MOTHER?
Stop for a moment and ponder a little, to who, what makes, when and how is a woman a
mother? How do you define and what do you believe a mother is?
Can you be a mother without a human child to raise?
When does a person become a mother?
What makes a woman a mother?
What or whom do you mother?
Not all women who are mothers of children wanted to be and not all women who are
without children chose to be that way either. Many women who sincerely desire to mother
their own human children painfully have their dreams taken away. Does that mean that they
aren't mothers? Who has a right to make that call?
In MotherQuest wisdom, Being Mother has a place for everyone. She says :
Mother is a phase of all women move through in their lifetime, regardless of
childbearing. Rather than seeing mothering is something we do, instead being a
mother is something that we are.

In MotherQuest our creative children include pets, projects and small and growing people. Of
all the creativity a woman births in her lifetime, children if she has them, are only a part of her
originative life. Creativity is a sacred part of our birthright as women.
Creation Mother whom we meet much later in our MotherQuest journey is prolific in her
ability to procreate all forms of creative life. So, if we are mothers to all our creative babies,
what does mothering mean to you now?
Only you can define what mothering means to you and perhaps by re-evaluating what being
a mother is, you will also awaken a new definition of the irreplaceable pricelessness of every
woman alive on our planet today.
This is the awakening purpose of Being Mothers terrain, welcome to the inner terrain of
Mothering Presence.
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BEING MOTHER’S

Sacred Quests

PRESENT MOMENT MINDFULNESS
THE POWER OF RIGHT NOW
Being Mother's first gift is the awakening of your ability to harness the power of immediacy. The
Universal Wisdom of Being Mother is the truth of this Present Moment, and your awakening
tasks are focused on extending your capacity to stay in this truth, the ever-present spaciousness
of right now, longer and longer.
"Be here right now." Being Mother says,
"Only in present time, you will find your Mothering Power."
This present moment is not beyond the next chore on the household production list. Or the
argument you had this morning, your next appointment, or your mind chatter. It’s not the past
or the future. Instead, it's the spacious truth that never leaves you and is always with you.
This present moment is the power of being present with all that is happening
right here and right now.
When we stop, feel and take note of who we are, separate to the rattle of our noisy thoughts, we
begin to realise that we are not the thinker of our thoughts, but particular voices or personalities
or memories are. Recognising this does not make us crazy, instead helps us realise that we not
only have our first or noisy thoughts, but we also have wiser and quieter thoughts. The thinker or
observer of these wise thoughts is commonly called our Inner Watcher or our Inner Witness. In
the Woman's Wisdom, this is called your Second Attention.
You are the one who is aware despite the constant agreement / disagreement / story / plan
going on inside your head. Second Attention is your golden chute back into the present
moment. It is also the direct communication line with your conscience.

When you are connected to who you deeply are, when you are being, not just carried away by
doing or absorbed in thinking, you can enter into what athletes call ‘The Zone'. A state where
there is no other time, only right here, right now, 100% in the present moment. You do not need
a specific technique to help you develop present-moment awareness, any mundane task,
vacuuming the floor, washing your hands, breathing, anything really, can be used as
opportunities to focus on the present moment.
What staying present does require though, is the mental discipline to focus your attention
entirely on whatever is in front of you. This can be a HUGE challenge to women in the midst of
their mothering years! Our modern world places unbelievable expectations on mothers, and to
be present all of the time is a wonderful aspiration and also, at times, a massive challenge!
Especially when there are thousands of things simultaneously calling your attention.
However, being responsive to other’s demands, our own expectations, and doing of things, is
different to experiencing whatever is happening at any moment in a still and centred awareness
- or beingness - with all things. Being Mother is with you now with her infinite patience and her
exacting mental discipline to enable you to learn and live, this difference.
Being Mother’s aim is to help you be more present - most of the time.
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As with all awakening tasks, there is no
expectation for you to be enlightened straight
away. Unless you are parenting enlightened
gurus and surrounded by immaculate humans,
your capacity to stay centred in the present
moment will be challenged constantly, and
that’s the point. Motherhood is a spiritual path. It
will show you where you are and where you
aren’t living congruently with your spiritual
values and practices. It will show you where you
need to learn more kindness, it will show you
where you need to develop better boundaries
around your needs to help you maintain your
peace. It will show you over and over where your
soul needs to grow.
Your needs and your Zen will constantly be
superseded by a pooey nappy, the next bandaid disaster, the next teenage relationship
drama or by every demanding situation that
jumps up the ‘this needs a mother’ queue.
Thankfully mindfulness is The Power of Now's
best friend, and Being Mother is here holding
your hand ready to awaken its beautiful skills.
Mindfulness is a technique of watching, allowing
and accepting without pushing away or
clutching onto your thoughts, your thinking,
your feelings or your body’s sensations.
Mindfulness is the capacity to open and accept
What Is, and to flow with the reality of our life moment by moment. Being Mother is now
inviting you to explore these questions:
Can you in the midst of demands from your
creative child(ren), find stillness by accepting
all that is happening around you?
When a nagging and demanding teenager
pushes your boundaries, can you breathe
and remember your own needs as well?
Can you accept the intensity of overtime
when a deadline is looming, and then can
you take time off to rest when the project is
complete?
Present moment awareness brings immediacy,
acceptance and spaciousness. Mindfulness
helps you stay there.
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SACRED QUEST

1

Quest One
Present Moment Mindfulness
YOUR QUEST TASK
Extend your ability to Be Here Now. Practice Mindfulness for 5 Minutes every day.

Mindfulness in women's tradition is the acknowledgement of ‘She changes'. If one
thing is ever to be sure, you will always keep changing. Mindfulness comes as you say
‘Yes!’ to the flow of love and as you learn to stay conscious and breathe while you
travel up, over, down and through the cycles of your emotions and life.
Mindfulness is the embrace of both expansion and contraction. It is the big stretch
when demands, dreams, expectations and needs collide with each other to be born.
It is also the emptiness that birthing leaves behind.
Mindfulness is the technique of you staying connected to the strength and peace
within you. By focusing on your body's sensations in the present moment and not
getting lost in thoughts of the past or future, you will develop a greater capacity to be
Present.
Being Mother has come to show you that your everyday life, especially your
mothering life, is filled with continuous opportunities to become present to all that
you are and all that you love. Listen to the Mindfulness Meditation in the portal for
guidance.

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3
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NOTES
MINDFUL THOUGHTS & PRESENT MOMENT INSPIRATIONS
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MOTHERING PRESENCE
Being Mother in her airy capacity leads on from Heart Mother’s depths. Heart Mother in her
Mystery teachings explores the radiant and energetic wonderment of our feminine sexual
and energetic bodies. She teaches us how to live from the subtle sensitivity of our soul
embodied sexual core. Being Mother, however, takes this mastery of sensitivity and teaches
us through her wisdom of Mothering Presence, how powerfully connected to our children
we are.
Our presence as the mother of our creative children is central to their lives. To our children,
emotionally, psychically and soulfully, we have an orbit as powerful as the sun. The growing
planets that are our baby human children revolve around us physically, we are their source
of food, nurturing and comfort. Our womanly bodies are their world.
As teenagers, our emotional and intellectual gravity affects them even more. As young
adults, the pull of our soul and epigenetic consciousness still influences their striving for
acknowledgement, autonomy and belonging. Our pets and projects simply would not exist
without us.
Being Mother is here to awaken you to the infinite power of your connection to your
children and creative projects. She is with you now to help you expand into your soul fuelled
capacity to be Mother of your world.
For over 100 years, child psychologists like Piaget and Emerson have explained how
important the first seven years of life are for human child development. Now modern
somatic research shows how fundamental birth and perinatal experiences are to our
psychological makeup and wellbeing. With the creation of the world birth data bank and
streams of perinatal psychology, scientists have generational proof of the impact that the
perinatal and birthing environments have on the formation of a babie's worldview.
What our Mothers thought, felt and experienced has shaped our perception of life and so
did how we were born. But this is not just a physical influence - your mother is an energetic
being as well.
In Anthroposophical philosophy, the energetic influence of the Mother feeds and nurtures
her baby’s soul well beyond birth, with the child staying within the Mother’s Etheric or Qi
body until around the age of 7 years (when they lose their milk teeth). Whether the mother
is aware of it or not, her children stay within the envelope of her energetic being - drawing
on her spiritual warmth, love and protection until they leave the world of Spirit and start to
unpack their own etheric body.
The need for physical presence is also true when a new creative project has been born.
Without the nurturing of its Mother’s inspired attention, focus, and energy, and no matter
how profound the idea is, it will struggle to stay alive in the world.
Your creative children need your touch, your warmth, eye contact, your physical presence
and your attention. The more you awaken to the truth of your energetic and spiritual nature,
the more humanity will once again open to the sensitivity and energetic connection of
mother and child.
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SACRED QUEST
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Quest Two
Owning your Pricelessness. Being Mother
YOUR QUEST TASK
To Be the Mother in present time. Opening to your pricelessness.
Spend twenty minutes one on one time with each creative child, receiving them.

How long has it been since you have spent time just holding, listening to and being
with each one of your children? How long have you been with a creative project
without a need for an outcome? How long has it been since you have acknowledged
your role in your creative child’s life?
Perhaps you hold a mothering role within your work, community or within your
extended family, without ever having acknowledged it as such? Perhaps you haven’t
appreciated how much you mother in your life.
It is time to spend time being with your creative children (pets, projects and people).
Your second Quest is to spend 20 minutes (minimum) being fully present with each
one of your creative children.
Carve out time to be with your creative child, one on one. Make sure you are in an
open and receptive state. Receive your children and open to their love. Your Presence
has a

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3
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profound effect on the lives of your creative
children - it isn't something to be taken for
granted. It is not only your physical presence
that guarantees your creative children's
survival, but your authenticity and spiritual life
are also vital to their wellbeing.
You are infinitely valuable as a woman who
mothers - no one loves like you do. Claiming
your worth as a mother irrespective of what
you are mothering, is the great quest of Being
Mother and it will open the gold of your soul
and give you Sovereignty over your maternal
queendom.
Take the time to be with each creative child
when you are open and happy. Please do not
do this if you are feeling frazzled rushed,
frustrated or empty.
This is a sacred quest, not a job. If you need to,
put a timer on or notice the time. Twenty
minutes per child, pet, soul project or passion,
is the minimum time to spend on this quest.
Breathe in and then receive your creative child
within your physical and heart’s focused
embrace. You are invited to be with the child in
receptive and radiant presence; there is
nothing you have to do, simply open yourself to
receiving your children or the people or
projects that you mother.
Let your creative child lead you. All you have to
do is be present and allow love to flow
between the two of you.
Use your Inner Watcher to track where you
move out of and back into the present
moment.
Also, track your feelings. Can you also be a
mother to yourself while you are being a
mother to your child?
Feel into the grace of allowing.
Savour this delicious time.
Is this quest something you could benefit from
if you brought it into your everyday?
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PRESENT THOUGHTS & MOTHERING INSPIRATIONS
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SACRED QUEST

Quest Three

3

Being the Mother Queen of your World
YOUR QUEST TASK
Claiming Sovereignty starts with aligning with your values and standing in your
integrity. What is the world you are Mother to?

This Quest takes you deep into your soul's foundation values and asks you to
bring your body, heart, life and mind into alignment.
What are your core mothering values? Who are you as the Mother Queen of your
everyday? How powerful are you over your own life? Have you assumed a power
position in your life ~ are you the Mother of your world?
What exactly is the vision you hold for your mothering world? What is your soul
purpose, passion and power? Take the time to drop into your values by exploring
the list of Mothering Values on the following pages. Circle the values that are
important to you and then narrow your list down to your top ten. From there,
choose your top three or four values. Write them down or answer the following ...
As mother Queen of my world, I stand on the values of .... (for extra
acknowledgement, feel free to post your statement up in the group chat).

QUEST 1

QUEST 2

QUEST 3
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MAPPING YOUR

MOTHERING VALUES
What are the things/ qualities that you most deeply value?
Read through the list of ‘values’ and circle the 10 most important values to you

Abundance

Balance

Confidence

Discovery

Focus

Achievement

Beauty

Congruency

Diversity

Freedom

Acceptance

Being the best

Connection

Dreaming

Friendship

Accessibility

Belonging

Consciousness

Drive

Frugality

Accomplishment

Benevolence

Conservation

Duty

Fun

Accountability

Birth

Consistency

Eagerness

Generosity

Achievement

Bliss

Contentment

Ease

Gentleness

Activism

Boldness

Continuity

Ecstasy

Giving

Activity

Bravery

Contribution

Education

Grace

Adaptability

Brilliance

Control

Efficiency

Gracefulness

Adoration

Brotherhood

Conviction

Elegance

Gratitude

Advancement

Calmness

Coolness

Embrace

Growth

Adventure

Camaraderie

Cooperation

Empathy

Happiness

Affection

Capability

Correctness

Encouragement

Harmony

Affluence

Caring heart

Courage

Endurance

Health

Aggressiveness

Carefulness

Courtesy

Energy

Helpfulness

Agility

Celebrity

Creativity

Enjoyment

Heroism

Altruism

Certainty

Credibility

Entertainment

Holiness

Amazement

Challenge

Curiosity

Enthusiasm

Honesty

Ambition

Change

Daring

Ethics

Honour

Amusement

Charity

Decisiveness

Euphoria

Hopefulness

Anticipation

Charm

Democracy

Excellence

Hospitality

Appreciation

Chastity

Deference

Excitement

Humility

Approachability

Cheerfulness

Delight

Experience

Humour

Approval

Clarity

Dependability

Exploration

Imagination

Art

Cleanliness

Depth

Expressiveness

Impact

Articulacy

Clear-mindedness

Desire

Fairness

Impartiality

Artistry

Cleverness

Determination

Faith

Independence

Assertiveness

Closeness

Devotion

Family

Individuality

Assurance

Comfort

Devoutness

Fearlessness

Industry

Attentiveness

Commitment

Dexterity

Ferocity

Influence

Autonomy

Community

Dignity

Financial independence

Ingenuity

Availability

Communication

Diligence

Fitness

Inner peace

Awareness

Compassion

Direction

Flexibility

Inquisitiveness

Awe

Completion

Discipline

Flow

Insightfulness
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MAPPING YOUR

MOTHERING VALUES
What are the things/ qualities that you most deeply value?
Read through the list of ‘values’ and circle the 10 most important values to you
Inspiration

Order

Responsibility

Status

Integrity

Organization

Restoration

Stillness

Intelligence

Originality

Rest

Strength

Intensity

Partnership

Restraint

Structure

Intimacy

Parenting

Reverence

Success

Intuitiveness

Patience

Richness

Surrender

Inventiveness

Passion

Sacredness

Support

Joy

Peace

Sacrifice

Teamwork

Justice

Perceptiveness

Sagacity

Tenderness

Juiciness

Perfection

Security

Thoughtfulness

Kindness

Perseverance

Self-control

Tidiness

Knowledge

Persistence

Self-kindness

Time alone

Leadership

Persuasiveness

Selflessness

Tranquillity

Leaving a legacy

Philanthropy

Self-love

Transcendence

Leisure

Physical activity

Self-reliance

Travel

Liberation

Playfulness

Self-respect

Trust

Liberty

Pleasure

Sensitivity

Trustworthiness

Life partner

Poise

Sensuality

Truth

Love

Potency

Serenity

Understanding

Loving kindness

Power

Service

Unflappability

Loyalty

Practicality

Sexuality

Uniqueness

Majesty

Pragmatism

Serendipity

Unity

Making a difference

Presence

Shrewdness

Usefulness

Marriage

Proactivity

Significance

Using my gifts

Mastery

Professionalism

Silence

Variety

Maturity

Prosperity

Silliness

Virtue

Meaning

Punctuality

Simplicity

Vision

Mindfulness

Purity

Sincerity

Vitality

Mothering

Rationality

Skilfulness

Warm-heartedness

Movement

Reason

Solidarity

Warmth

Mysteriousness

Recreation

Solitude

Wealth

Naturalness

Refinement

Space

Willingness

Non-conformity

Reflection

Speed

Wisdom

Obedience

Relaxation

Spirit

Wonder

Open-mindedness

Reliability

Spirituality

Worthiness

Openness

Resilience

Spontaneity

Youth

Optimism

Resourcefulness

Stability

Add your own …
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NOTES
VALUABLE THOUGHTS & PRICELESS INSPIRATIONS
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AWAKENING YOUR MOTHERING
CONSCIENCE
Some call the Inner Watcher our ‘Higher Consciousness'. In Sufism, it is called
your inner voices or your internal community of selves. In MotherQuest, your
Inner Watcher is the part of you that becomes gradually and consistently more
aware as you sink from doing in the topside / material world through the layers
of mask and ego, into your inner world of soul and spirit. Your Inner Watcher is
the part of you that is most conscious; it is the you that is permanently
connected to your spiritual self - which is love.
Your Ritual Process this week is to discern and explore your awareness of your
inner watcher, and awaken your relationship with your Mothering Conscience.
There are four deepening aspects to this work.
Task 1 : Building a relationship with your Inner Watcher
Awakening your Inner Watcher only requires an inquiring mind and the desire
to observe and not react to, your thoughts and feelings. This process will be
easier if you can find a quiet place to sit alone undisturbed, although it’s not
necessary.

Start with who and where you are. Pay attention to your rhythmic breathing and
observe with equanimity the sensations on your skin. Learn to be more aware
than the forwards craving and backwards clinging thoughts in your mind. Take
the time to observe your thoughts and actions.
Then ask yourself, Who am I as the observer of myself? Begin to gently observe
your thoughts. Make an intention to grow your relationship with your inner
wisdom.
Task 2 : Deepening your Inner Watcher
Now take time to deepen your relationship with your Inner Watcher, by
pondering the following questions :
Who am I and Why am I here?
The process of answering these questions is the Great Task of human selfenquiry. No one can answer these questions for you, and your experience in
answering these inquiries is an essential part of awakening your consciousness.
Your unique and personal tapestry of understanding and meaning-making, will
give you your answers. This meaning will then become the fabric of your reality
and the matrix of beliefs that define you, from the inside out.

SACRED RITUAL
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Task 3 : Taking the time to observe All That Is - As It Is
Find a quiet place to sit alone and undisturbed and set your timer for a
minimum of 5 minutes. Observe your natural breath. Then take the time to
observe everything - from the itches and aches in your body to the noises
around you, to your demanding and quiet thoughts… everything… and rather
than analysing, prioritising, discerning and processing - just embrace everything.

Watch. Accept. Notice. Welcome everything.
Be with your emotions, thoughts and bodily sensations as they are, in this
present time. Accept everything as it is… and say, ‘Yes, I welcome you too'.
Task 4 : Awakening your Conscience
As you awaken to a more profound way of knowing who you are and where and
what you draw strength from, your Inner guidance system will start growing
stronger. Your inner value system, commonly known as your conscience, will
also start speaking louder.

She will tell you very clearly if you are doing something right or wrong.
She will also call you to be more accountable.
Your conscience is not enculturated; it doesn’t come from outside of you. It is
not a consequence of your upbringing. It’s quite the opposite - your conscience
belongs to the anatomy of your wild self, your most authentic heart and your
passionate soul.
It’s in your bones and belly; it’s deeper than your intuition and more exacting
than your guilt. It’s your inner truth, where you know what you need to do and
where you are in touch with your soul’s clear expression. Your conscience is
where you know exactly what is wrong or what precisely is right.
Your conscience is the Truth you have to listen to and be accountable for. In
MotherQuest our conscience is our compass of Love.
Strengthening our conscience and listening to Her is the process of growing
self-trust. Birthing our conscience requires courage and inner conviction
because it requires honouring our inner soul life. Being Mother is with you now,
supporting you on your journey as your most loving and attentive midwife.
Spend reflective time dropping deep into your bones and belly. What is the
voice, feeling or inner sensing that speaks through you the voice of your
conscience? Invest conscious time growing your inner connection with your
conscience, discern and sense Her power. Your conscience is a voice of love and
sometimes love can be soft and other times ruthlessly fierce. Notice what
destructive thoughts you have to silence to listen to Her.
What changes would She have you make in your world?

SACRED RITUAL
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RITUAL NOTES
BEING IN INTEGRITY WITH MY MOTHERING CONSCIENCE MEANS

WORK & EDUCATION
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SHADOW WORK
Being Mother holds the element of air. She is,
therefore, the first Mother Mandala of
MotherQuest that will support you to
penetrate and evaluate your mental realm.
She is here to help you examine how you think
and what you believe. Being Mother will make
you look at the voices talking in your mind and
help you sort out the voices that are harmful
and destructive.
Worthlessness is the great shadow of
Mothering Presence. This destructive and souldestroying shadow eats at the life force of your
mothering spirit and convinces you to believe
in something that is not true.
You are not worthless and never can be.
You can never be worthless because, like love,
your worth is intrinsic. Your worth, your value,
your pricelessness is already in you.
Worthlessness, no matter how hard it grips you,
can be easily removed from your psyche.

It required discipline and commitment though.
The first step is to explore how your need to do
important things in the world conflicts with
your capacity to be priceless in your world. That
is, when your urge to do, make and become
someone in your topside or career life conflicts
with your ability to be the mother or source of
love to the creative children who chose you to
be their mother.
What is priceless to you? What can never be
replaced? What is important and demanding
and demands your time, but can be put to the
side or done at a different time?
You and your time are priceless.
You and your soul's attention are priceless.
How you perceive yourself is important.
Your expectations, your roles, your rules, your
work, your desire to acquire possessions all can
be important depending on your values.
However, how you love yourself and spend
time loving others ~ is priceless.
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POWER MYSTERIES
The Mystery Teachings of Being Mother is the embodied spiritual path of raising a human
child through all the biological, emotional and spiritual phases from preconception through
to adulthood.
This rich sacred journey starts before conception and returns the skills, language and
potential for women to meet both their own and their child's soul at every stage of this
miraculous adventure. The primordial teachings stretch from relearning the sacred skill of
dreaming your baby into being, consciously conceiving (which includes opening to the
potent rites of ovulation) through to conscious pregnancy, sacred birthing and holy
postpartum. And that is only the start.
By returning the language and possibility of mothering from their core, the Power Mysteries
of Being Mother, allows women to reclaim the soul centred art of raising babies, children and
adolescents. This knowledge has never been lost from the planet; it has, however, been kept
out of the mainstream. The art of baby whispering, listening to the sounds of baby cries,
elimination communication and baby signing, mixed with conscious breastfeeding,
energetic bonding, babywearing and compassionate parenting, returns women to their
instinctual and divinely embodied nature, which then can open them to re-membering the
energetic phases and stages of child development.
This way, every stage of growth and change is seen not as an act of rebellion or challenge,
but as a sacred opportunity to support their child's developing soul, and nourish autonomy
and self-connection. Raising children has always been a miraculous gift - reclaiming the
Sacred Mysteries of Being Mother, allows us to live it as so.
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GOING DEEPER
INTO BEING MOTHER WISDOM
Being Mother calls us into sovereignty and in
doing so, makes us own how we alone, are the
grown-up of our world.

“Biology is the least of what makes
someone a mother”
- Oprah Winfery

My Being Mother year was an adventure into the
unexpected. In many ways, every dream I thought I
had for my world, crumbled. But what emerged
was the life that Spirit had intended for me.
Receiving MotherQuest has certainly been the gift
of making my every day mothering life an
exploration into living a rich and meaningful life.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Sarah Napthali - Buddhism for Mothers
Tami Lynn Kent - Mothering from your Centre
Eckhart Tolle - The Power of Now

Every woman has her own encoded spiritual path,

Aletha Solter - Aware Baby

through her mothering years, My heart prayer is for

Goldie Hawn - 10 Mindful Minutes

you to find this wellspring and drink deeply until

Naomi Aldort - Raising our Children, Raising Ourselves

your soul and the next seven generations are

Jody Day - Living the life unexpected

satisfied. With love,

Lhamo x

Jon Kabat Zinn - Mindfulness for Beginners
Shauna Shapiro - Good morning I love you
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Being Mother Prayers
Dear Mother Father God,
Beingness of the Tao,
Today let me die to who I know myself to be.
Show me how to yield,
Show me how to give,
Show me how to surrender.
At times I am feeling overwhelmed
by the demands of Motherhood
I feel stretched beyond my limits
I am struggling to hold on to the glimmer
of who I know myself to be.
Take from me this struggle,
Help me breathe again,
Make my challenges holy,
By lifting me up to the vision of Mother that you have for me,
Restore me to my Mothering with joy and peace,
Thankyou,
Amen.
Lhamo

God be with the mother.
As she carried her child may she carry her soul.
As her child was born,
may she give birth and life
and form to her own, higher truth.
As she nourished
and protected her child,
may she nourish and protect
her inner life
and her independence.
For her soul shall be her most painful birth,
her most difficult child
and the dearest sister to her other children.
Amen.
Leunig
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CHECKLIST THREE
BEING MOTHER WISDOM

INSTRUCTIONS: To help you stay on track with your Being Mother Quest and to
help you see how much you achieved this week and by the end of the course,
tick off each task when they're completed.

LISTEN TO INVOCATION
READ AWAKENING BEING MOTHER WISDOM NOTES
DEFINE WHAT IS A MOTHER
AWAKEN YOUR PRESENT MOMENT MINDFULNESS
COMPLETE 1ST QUEST ; MINDFULNESS PRACTICE
AWAKEN YOUR MOTHERING PRESENCE
COMPLETE 2ND QUEST ; OWNING YOUR PRICELESSNESS
COMPLETE 3RD QUEST ; BEING THE QUEEN OF YOUR WORLD
DEFINE YOUR MOTHERING VALUES
DO I NEED TO HEAL MY SHADOWS OF UNWORTHINESS?
I AM READY TO DEEPEN MY CONNECTION TO MY CONSCIENCE?
AM I LIVING MY SOVEREIGN SPIRITUAL PATH OF MOTHERHOOD?
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"Nothing is more
precious than being in
the present moment.
Fully alive, fully aware"

THI CH NHAT HANH
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